LIVING WITH SURVEYING AND DISNEY ART ALL HIS LIFE...

... Jouni Johannes ANTTONEN (M.Sc. Surv.) from Finland welcomes all fellow Surveyors to enjoy...

SURVEYING IN DONALD DUCK COMICS PUBLISHED IN FINLAND

By following our map, you cannot get lost!

FIG 2010, Sydney, Australia, 11-16 April 2010
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The crew waiting for the photography weather!

FIELD SURVEYS

Independent fieldwork by young survey trainees!
LAND AND PROPERTY VALUATION

Quick mass appraisal!

ROAD CONSTRUCTION SURVEYS

The Chief Surveyor has to be tough to stay in the schedule...when development clashes with environmental values!
LAND TITLING

According to the Surveyors, his land title looked real. However, its authenticity was quite difficult to assess while avoiding bullets!

So he is there now? Let me take care of this issue!

Land ownership issues are delicate matters!

MAP READING

... for non-Surveyors is not always easy!
OUTDATED MAPS

... will lead to difficulties!

MAP FORMATS

... are multiple!
... has to be done by professional Surveyors!

... has to be done by professional Surveyors!
CADAstral OFFICE

... is an extremely popular place!

MAP USE

... for geological purposes!
MAP USE

... for treasure hunting!

MAP USE

...for decision-making!
MAP USE

...for navigation!

GPS TRACKING

... is facilitating the monitoring of logistics!
LAND USE PLANNING

...of shore areas is important!

LAND USE PLANNING

...without people’s participation is not feasible!
GOOD LAND GOVERNANCE

...is still lacking in many poor countries!

MAPPING THE WORLD

...going boldly where no Surveyor has gone before!
THANK YOU, FELLOW SURVEYORS –
KIITOS, MAANMITTARIKOLLEEGAT –
NO WORRIES, SURVEYOR MATES!

By following our map,
you cannot get lost!

Contact:
jouni.anttonen@online.com.kh